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Medicine, Culture, and
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8:00 AM- 5:00 PM   

Register Online!
Event Info on Facebook 

 

 
all kind of gyrations. They called
 
it dancing. It looked absurd to me.
 
----Until one day I hard the music !
 
 
I fail to understand why saints---and lovers---- behave the way they do.
 
So I'm waiting for my heart to come alive.
 
 
 
 

Prostitute
 

Editorial by Safdar I. Chaudhary, MD  
 
 

As men opened the door to the brothel, the loud sounds of music, songs,
mixed with the dancing girls and their patrons greeted them. The lights
were dim and the sounds were profound. Each being in this location for
their unique reasoning. Money, lust, pleasure, sadness, betrayal, curiosity,
wine, songs, dance or acquisition of love. Men seeking to change the state
of mind and finding comfort from daily agony of life by some orgasmic
forgetfulness. This drama of life has played over centuries with different
theatrical presentations but basic emotions and instincts unchanged.   
                
 
......more to come in the Fall 2011 Issue of Ruminations.  
 
 
 
What are you doing to enjoy your summer?  Tell us on Twitter or Facebook!  
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The Impact of Screen Media on Children
by Mary G. Burke, MD 

                     
 

Are screen media good or bad for children?

In essence, screen media constitute neurologically potent, arousing input to the developing brain.
Unlike conventional toxins, their effects are mediated by sense organs. However, they have

demonstrable effects on brain activity visualized on functional MRI (fMaRI) and on behavior and
function. As with commercial chemicals, media offer great benefits when used wisely. Similar to

chemical compounds entering the market, screen media are widely used and disseminated before
their full effects are understood. Nonprofit scientific and health groups find themselves playing

catch-up to demonstrate their potential harms, while well-funded industry groups defend their use
as essential to freedom and economic competitiveness.  
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 Screen media present highly arousing, abnormal sensory input to the brain's activating system. Downstream effects of arousal
include the release of catecholamines, increased vigilance and irritability, motor behavior problems, a decreased attention span,

and sleep problems.

■ One study showed that those who play video games for more than 20 hours a week have an increase in glucose metabolism in
the right orbitofrontal gyrus, left caudate, and right insula after play, and a decrease in metabolism in the bilateral postcentral

gyrus and bilateral occipital regions while at rest. This pattern is similar to that seen in drug addicts.

■ Overall, initial exposure to media with violent content increases short-term aggression, especially in younger children and boys.
While early, excessive exposure to media statistically and independently increases the likelihood of later antisocial behavior in

populations, this is not necessarily the case in individual children.

■ The risk of receiving an attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder diagnosis at age 7 increased with every hour of television
watched at 1 and 3 years. 

Resource Psychiatric Times October 2010.  
  
  
 

Heroin-A Criminal Court Judge's Perspective
by Judge Alfred B. Bell, JD 

A number of months ago, a young (26 years of age) lady appeared before me for a
probation violation hearing. She had been a heroin addict for a number of years and
had been using a relatively small amount of heroin (one to two bags a day). She had just
recently completed a drug treatment program and appeared to be doing well in dealing
with her addiction. She had good support from her mother and she seemed to have
developed good insight into her addiction. While sitting listening to her and her lawyer, I
began to develop a bad feeling about her. The last thing I asked her before she left the
courtroom was what would happen if she used heroin again. She looked at me with a
very sad expression molded on her face and said, "Judge, I am going to go to jail for a
long time." I responded by saying, "No, you are going to die." Thirty-six hours later, she
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went to a party with her friends, used heroin and died. 
 
Today, July 12, 2011, I read the obituary page of our local newspaper and saw two
names I recognized as people who appeared before me; one a 23-year-old lady, the

other a 30-year-old man, both having died as a result of a heroin overdose. Both nice, young, attractive people who should
have had a lot to live for. Both taken from us by a drug that tortures its users until they have nothing and then kills them.
 
Read the rest in the upcoming September edition of Ruminations
 
Ruminations instructs us to carry a love for one another and show great respect for all beings of this earth. We should
create change to improve the health and well-being of the people of this world. We as human beings must begin to
recognize what demon heroin is doing to our youth and we must find a way to free our youth from their torturous lives
filled with despair, pain, hopelessness and death. 

S'eclairer Welcomes Julie Margo and Reiki!

Julie has been practicing Reiki since 2007, was certified as a Reiki Master Teacher in 2009, and as a
Sacred Childbirth with Reiki™ Practitioner in 2010. She also works with doTERRA® essential oils in her
practice. As owner/operator of Full Spectrum Self, a wellness center in Sarver, PA Julie's focus is to
facilitate people in stepping into their power, and assist them in coming to the awareness that choices
exist and positive change is more than possible, it is probable. Julie was instrumental in starting a Reiki
volunteer program at Alle-Kiski Medical Center in Natrona Heights. She is a founding member of the
organizational committee for the Western Pennsylvania Reiki & Healing Fair and served for 3
consecutive years in many capacities. Other interests include: freelance graphic & web design, pottery,
family and life on the farm complete with cats, goats and chickens.
 

Find out more about Julie and Reiki on the S'eclairer Blog or schedule an appointment Tuesdays and Fridays from 9am-
5pm by calling 724-468-3999.
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Made in the Shade...
by Mariangela Mancuso  
 
With all the excessively hot humid days we have been having, looking for relief from the heat, especially when outdoors can
make the shade of a tree very inviting - and it is! If a person takes heat refuge in the shade of an inanimate object such as a
building or awning, the air may not seem as cool and refreshing as under a tree. Why? In searching for some answers on
line, it seems no one can really agree about the issue and there is not a lot of statistical information to refer to either. But,
some of the answers are thought provoking and well, kinda ...cool. 
One response to the question was that air circulates around a tree better than around a building,but that did not answer why
an awning, or umbrella was not as effective as a tree. The answers get more involved from here, such as we feel more
relaxed when we sit under the shade of a tree due tot he tree giving out oxygen which is cooler than the air. Oxygen is very
essential for a body asking forrest. Ok, but this was not favored very much by other opinions on the subject, nor was the
suggested psychological perceptive effect that you think its cooler. 
  

The most agreed upon answer was evaporative cooling or
transpiration. Transpiration is the continual loss of water through
the leaves, comparable to the concept of sweating. Trees and
plants evaporate and exhale water from pores in their leaves
during the day while they are photosynthesizing. The
evaporation cools the leaves and the air around the tree, just
like a wet cloth or a building in theSouthwest that uses an
evaporative cooling system instead of air conditioning. On a
very hot day,walking on the sidewalk can be scorching while a
lush green lawn is cool, even though the grass is a darker color
than a sidewalk. Darker colors absorb more heat, right? Not if
you are a plant, thanks to transpiration, unless the plant has
been overcome by the sun like a lawn turning brown and dead.
Then it will absorb heat because its evaporation process has
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stopped. Some trees can evaporate dozensto hundreds of
gallons of water a day such as willows or poplars. In addition, the overhead canopy ofleaves helps to slow the loss of the
cooler air.

In addition to the evaporation, plants absorb visible light (except green) and reflect almost 100%of infrared light. It can be
thought of as the foliage of trees consuming sunlight and heat for photosynthesis. Most of the thermal infrared from the sun
gets reflected back into space. Inanimate objects like rocks, concrete, and pavement tend to absorb and re-emit radiant
heat from the sun,so even if you are out of the direct sunlight, you still have to deal with the nearby hot surfaces, but
underneath and around trees and plants, you are cool.

Well, then, grab an ice tea and head for the shade of our friend, the tree.
 
Mariangela Mancuso is a Yogafit Certified instructor at S'eclairer.  You can find out more about her sessions right here,
and read more from her on the S'eclairer Blog!  
 

Join us in the Garden of Beauty & Wisdom at S'eclairer  
 

A Retreat Among Friends
Spiritual Map Making

Date: Friday, September 2, 2011
Registration: 1:00pm to1:30pm

Retreat: 1:30pm to 5:00pm
Cost of Retreat: $30.00

includes food & experience

Facilitator: Athanasius Cherry; OSB

"Myth is the secret opening through which the inexhaustible
Retreat: 1:30pm energies of the cosmos pour into human culture."

(Joseph Campbell)
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There is within our human nature a quest for wholeness. This quest is a call to finding our own hidden
treasures that are gifted to us by Spirit. Recognizing the Spirit in everyone and everything can give us a profound understanding of the uniting forces
of love and compassion that can ultimately lead us to enlightenment.
We will step into this quest through the doorway of "spiritual map making", an experience of sacred creative arts, that will guide us into our spirit
world that is evolving and generating wholesome power within and without.

Come and Enjoy!
Wear Comfortable Clothes

For information call 412.372.1465
A Retreat Among Friends

Spiritual Map Making
 

Register Online!

 

Medicine, Culture, and Spirituality Conference!   
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Register Online!
 

 Event Flyer
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Read the first issue online now!

 

Rumi'nations Issue 1 Is Out!
 

The first issue is now available online or in your mailbox!  Find out more at Ruminations.biz! 
 
 

Want to Contribute? 
 

EARN FREE HEALTH REWARDS
 

We are releasing a new magazine in the coming months called "Rumi Nations"!  
 

Care to contribute an article, photograph artwork or poetry? 
 

How about a scientific article review or book review?  
 

If your submission is accepted, you could
win a Free Retreat, Self-Soothing Basket,

Health Related Gift Card or a T-Shirt!!!
Just call Ruminations at 724.468.3999 or

email rumi@seclairer.com and lets us know
What's On Your Mind!
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12
 Z'harmony

Balance of heart, self & soul
Tuesdays from 11 AM until 3 PM
Fridays from 11AM until 3PM

 

 

  PREPARE YOURSELF FOR AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE 

Massage
Chiropractic Services

Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction
Women's Health & Wellness 

Counseling services
Relax, Rejuvenate  

Books, Photography Services, Art, Gifts, & More... 

Cell 412-527-0139 zahidaparu@yahoo.com
 Come visit or Call for Appointments @ S'eclairer: 724-468-3999
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